OCTOBER pearance always point to or at least carry the promise of meaning). It seems to arise from pure contingency. It tells nothing in itself about its origin. Would segmenting or scanning it give it meaning? Yet it appears to be outside the bounds of scansion or any sort of narrativity. It is only a chain of nonmimetic, chance occurrences, neither imperceptible nor yet perceptible as figures.
The stain (Vignon, 1938).
The Index of the Absent Wound The Indexical Presupposition, Retracement
What we need is a concept of figurative Aufhebung. We would have to consider the dichotomy of its field and its means, and how they deploy a dialectical mimesis as initiation of absolute knowledge; how it attempts to transform sensible space6 and to begin a movement (Hegel would have said automovement) in the direction of certitude, figural certitude. An absolute seeing that would transcend the scansion of seeing and of knowing; an absolutely reflexive representation. Confronted with its formless stains, interpreters of the shroud imagined such a transformation, which photography would actually accomplish. A phantasm associating Christ's passion with the medium of photography would hallucinate such a transformation (with all the beauty, rigor, and insane precision the term implies).
We have to look at this stain again, but this time with the "foresight" of such figural certainty in mind, or its "phantasm," its phantasia in the Hegelian sense; for Hegel considered Phantasie an Aufhebung, and spoke of the movement of truth as a delirium of absolute translucidity.7
But first it must be stated that in that very place where figuration abolishes itself--as in this stain--it also generates itself. This, in a way, amounts to setting forth a transcendental phenomenology of the visible, which would describe with regard to this stain, appearance (phainesthai, which, however, has the same root as phantasia in the element signifying light) as the very process of disfiguration; it would describe how this stain came not to possess a figurative aspect. That requires in any case inventing a structure of substitutions, returns, and representations: a structure of retracement. Retrace, in other words, tell, retell a story, but also trace a line over it, a line that, let's say, will make the original trace "represent a subject for other traces," those traditional narratives known as the gospels.
The prodigality (sophism) of hermeneutics consists therefore in laying this trace over a story which it does not in any way represent. If this constitutes an aporia, then it must be noted that a hermeneutic enterprise is able to override any semiotic aporia that threatens to impede the automovement of its figural certainty. This movement has its premise in the hypothesis declared earlier (it is a ravishing hypothesis in any case), that there, just where figuration effaces itself, it generates itself as well. But the unlooked-for corollary, the supplement, would be the following: the effacement of all figuration in this trace is itself the guarantee of a link, of authenticity; if there is no figuration it is because contact OCTOBER has taken place. The noniconic, nonmimetic nature of this stain guarantees its indexical value. I might add that the word authenticity is common to the vocabulary used by Peirce to describe the index8 and to the cultural discourse of theologians concerning relics (the stain itself is like a micro-session-and no less important for that-in the great authenticating process focused on the shroud of Turin, a process that never ends).
The absence of figuration therefore serves as proof of existence. Contact having occurred, figuration would appear false. And the signifying opaqueness itself reinforces the it was of an object (in the Peircian sense, we know that an index does not cease to be an index when the interpretant fails to account for it, whereas the existence of its referential object-the illness related to a symptom, for example -is semiotically essential9). Every figure has its origin where it is effaced, if that place of origin is a place of contact.
But that also means that an act is thereby -though no less originarily -set in motion. Peirce defines the symptom as a paradigm of the index, because the symptom locates on a semiotic plane an illness in the process of acting?0-a drama, that is, an action fraught with consequences; in Greek there is a word for murder and a word for ritual. Figuration is effaced just where drama provides its index; this means, in its fullest sense, that the more fully drama is freighted with consequence, the greater, and more beautiful, will be the splotch, the disfiguration, the stain.
For in fact we are dealing here with crime, blood, and ritual. Figural certitude takes the decisive step of seeing substance in this brownish stain. Henceforth it will see a bloodstain. Thus is established the existence of a sheet of linen as a shroud.
The third stage of the argument: If all physical contact calls to mind the act that establishes it (in an indexical relationship), every act calls forth as well, and imperatively, the proper name of the actor: he who left some of his blood on this linen sheet (Peirce also considers the proper name to be a paradigm of the index, because it is associated with an absolutely specific subject; he says, however, that the proper name is also a "legisign," because it is a sign that legalizes its relationship to the subject; it is there precisely as an imperative; elsewhere Peirce writes that "if an index could be translated into sentence form, that sentence would be in the imperative or exclamatory mood, as in Look over there! or Watch out!")."1 Now since we are dealing with him in whose Name the shroud is placed in the reliquary altar, and with the drama of his Passion, such as it is found written for all eternity in the books of the gospels, the imperative takes 8.
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The Index of the Absent Wound on another meaning, that of dogma. As for the index, it acquires an added dimension, as a prescription to a treasure-trove of symbols. If there is any paralogism it is to be found here: the index reduced to the symbolic imperative of a story in which the possibility of a theology of the resurrection of the body must -semiologically speaking-play a part. The disappointing tenor of this line of thought is felt at once, for it consists of "affirming" the indexicality of a visible sign for the sole purpose of making it shine forth as a beacon of symbolic law.
Elaboration of Detail
It is necessary, in spite of everything, to subject this contingent stain to law (concatenation), a passage to discreet order-a division. A discernment, a word whose root, cernere, contains the three signifying vectors "sifting," "seeing," and "deciding," which is exactly what is involved here.
Decidedly, then, let us look at this stain once again; let us draw close to it again, to discern, to define an order of detail and articulation. Yet this stain is, in its physical conditions as in its perceptual effects, inseparable from the texture of its support. Looking closely at a stain on the shroud of Turin results unfortunately in a total loss of perspective. The weave "eats up" all effect of outline, and even tonal distinction. An intimate knowledge of this stained fabric is therefore an obstacle to discernment; because it gives priority to the materiality of the fabric, it compromises the hermeneutical process. This is undoubtedly, in one sense, an aspect of the epistemic nature of detail. Detail, Bachelard recalled, is anti-and ante-categorical. In order to describe a detail, "you have to judge material disturbances beneath the surface. And then, conclusions fluctuate. The first conclusion [from a distance] was correct; it was qualitative, it developed in the discontinuity of numerous predicates....
[Detail] is richness, but also uncertainty. Along with its subtle nuances occur profoundly irrational disturbances. ...
At the level of detail, Thought and Reality appear to be set adrift from one another so that as Reality is distanced from the scale at which our thinking normally takes place, it loses its solidity in a certain way, its constancy, its substance. Finally, Reality and Thought are engulfed in the same nothingness."12 It should be noted in passing that interpretation (Deutung), in the Freudian sense, is established in the contemplation of this very uncertainty of detail (uncertainty thought of henceforth in terms of an attempt at overspecification); this doesn't in the slightest set it in opposition to a hermeneutic enterprise that functions only "en masse. the phenomenology of visible discernment. From among many possible sources, we could cite Ernst Bloch's Experimentum mundi, which develops the theme of the closely considered surface as a "contamination" of the space and a blinding hold on the eye. Proximity is with all justification thought of as an obstacle, an obscurantist view, an alienating immediacy. I would like to call it the effect of surface (to distinguish it from ground, which can be apprehended in its parts; to suggest also its anguished, even catastrophic, terror-striken nature, as a space become wall, wall become sky, sky become hole, intimate dizziness). Now, since obstacles are there to be surmounted, we ought to sense the inevitable appeal of Aufhebung. Bloch calls it mediation, elevation, negation, ostentation, rotation by seeing. And this is how, he says, a figure will "appear" or "reappear." He calls this process finally an elaboration. 14 And that alone tells us that the problem 
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OCTOBER volved in the surface of the photograph itself (the shroud of Turin reproduced on film realizes the delicious paradox of glorifying its cultural value). There is finally, in this game of near and far, the ubiquitous presence of the Christly body, which is in the shroud, there without being there, doubly absent, as dead body and body brought back to life, and present in the terrible signs of its Passion. So it is that the power of narrative is grafted eternally to seeing. This is possible precisely because the elaborated distancing of view locates the shroud on a screen. It aims to orthogonalize the indexical vector, to make it projective. If the bloodstain is both the index of a contact and the vector of a projection, then anything is possible.
And the first thing possible for this trace is its tracing, in the sense of trace drawing. For it becomes possible actually to draw the unfigurable, to plot it, in as much as it appears to be projectable. By reducing background to surface we are led to believe that we are actually seeing everything in its smallest detail. The detour of a "transfer drawing" provides the context therefore for some very precise captions: "P: orifice, half filled with flesh from wound made when nail removed. 1: path where blood first flowed from hand and quickly dried. Ourfigurative Aufhebung functions therefore on the one hand as the "regressive attraction" of a memory (here, a visual phantasm of the Passion as related in the gospels) in the light of its reappearance, its restaging (essentially this is how Freud establishes his definition of coming to grips with figurability23); on the other hand, it is an operation dialectalized by the "dramaturgical deduction" of a secondary elaboration. But it is not "secondary" in the sense of appearing after the fact, for this elaboration is inscribed at the very outset of this entire operation.
And this operation is constructed so as never to stop. Because it is Aufhebung itself. It will henceforth account for all stains and all traces. It will determine a system of traces that will tell the history of the shroud itself, and of its accidents (water stains, for example, or scorch marks from fires that it miraculously escaped); a system of traces of the blood of the Passion, blood that the commentators call "living,"24 and "dead"--deposited on the shroud during the process of burial; and even a system of traces of the partial obliteration of traces, that is, a system that can account for the "white" areas. Thus Paul Vignon saw, beneath "our" stain, "under the left hand (the one with the wound), an organic liquid that stained the sheet with pale, irregularly shaped, circular marks. This liquid partially redissolved the imprint -as it was being formed -of the fingers of the left hand, washing before it the already brownish-colored substance."25 In fact, this operation is made to stop only at the moment of grace when not only status, substance, and act would be characterized from every trace and even every absence of trace, but even the exact reference to every passage in the gospel concerning the way of the cross, the death, and the resurrection of Christ. It is the entire Passion which, imagined, must be called up (both in the reference point and in the sense of Aufhebung) from the holy shroud. "Geometry" and "experimental science" will be the means employed by this will to an absolute vision.
Abject Proof
A fantasy of referentiality sustains this entire will to see. Actually, to resee. The hermeneutic of the holy shroud lodges its power of verification in the "reality" (in fact, in the photographic visibility of a stained piece of cloth) of the gospel text. This is why it demands an experimental verification of its own semiotic hypotheses.
